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It all started when my loving wife (Little
Hitler) gave me a card last Christmas
that turned out to be the gift of a life
time. It was a trip to the land "Down
under". I was going to the Coral Sea on a
guided expedition  with  Australian spear
fishing champions Rob Torelli, Ian
Puckering, Dr.Adam Smith, and fellow
Australian spearos Paul Dorfslatter and
Drew Fenney. Others included Dr.
George Lopez and his two sons Chris
and Nick from Orange county, Bernard
Finerty from New York, Edwardo
Godhino from the UK,Christis
Michaelides from Cypress on board the
NorKat II.

The Norkat II is a nice and roomy 70
foot Westcoaster with a great crew and
accommodations, and the meals were
outstanding. Leaving out of Cooktown,
Queensland, on December 7th for nine
days of spear fishing in the warm topaz
blue water of the Coral sea.That’s right
the Coral sea and me! I still can’t believe
it, here I am on a spear fishing trip with
my spearo heros from right out of
International Freediving and Spearfishing
News Magazine.What a great group of
blokes! I couldn’t of asked for more, but
more is exactly what I got! 

Day one was more of a listening and
learning day for me as well as a trial and
error day. I absorbed every second of it
‘live and learn'. Each day after was filled
with a new personal best with each fish
bigger than the last or a new species
taken. My depth and dive times were
increasing in "leaps and bounds" and the
warm, clear waters of the Coral Sea.This
is thanks largely to the help and
direction from some awesome spearos.

Today I speared a Giant Trevally almost
as big as me and what a powerful fish it
was. I dove down and away from the GT
careful not to give him any cause for
alarm then turned to intercept, aimed
squeezed and bam right through the gill
plate and out the other side. I couldn’t
believe the strength of this fish pulling
me around after a shot like that, not to
mention my spear hanging out.Another
personal best every day is better than
the last it’s a dream coming true and
that’s not just the Bundaberg Rum talking
either!

I speared a nice coral trout but it was
a little sharky and they  started in on it
and the next thing I know I’m playing tug
of war with the sharks. One shark in
particular ended up with what was left of
my nice big coral trout which was it’s
head. My Coral Trout head and spear in
its mouth just hanging there motionless
like he was waiting to have his picture
taken with us and his mates, so we did.
That should be a great picture of my
burly biting buds from  Down Under.
When I came up I heard Paul yell "did
you see that shark stop and wait for his
picture to be taken?" How funny is that! 

If there is one thing I have learned it’s
that anything can happen out here.There
is still some magic floating around out
here in the deep blue. On a magical
morning in a blue water wonder land
that time seemed to have forgotten.
Where the water was crystal clean and
pristine,the colourful wild life in all its
glory dashed about  around us ,truly a
sight to behold. Immersed in a topaz blue
heaven peering down at the flashers and
all around, Rob Torelli  was cutting up
burley and Paul was on his left. Lots of
bait fish were cruising around and other
fish were beginning to come in around
the flashers.Then here come the doggies,
three good sized ones but one looked
bigger than the others. It  was Paul’s turn
to make a dive as the tuna circled the
flasher.

Paul was already dropping down to
line up on the big one, looks like he’s got
him, he shoots and misses.As he comes
up I’m dropping down I line up for a sure
shot and miss. I could swear he was
grinning when my spear flew past him.
I’m heading for the surface I look down
and I can see the doggies coming back
around the flashers and burly. I don’t
believe what I’m seeing but I couldn’t be
happier unless it was my turn but
unfortunately it wasn’t. Paul’s diving
down again and he’s getting closer and
closer aims and fires but misses.The
crystal clear water is playing havoc with
our aiming.These doggies are still
sticking around they begin to make a
circle as they pass. I make my way down
with minimal movement looking to meet
up with this big doggie. Half way through
his next pass I’m drifting down lining up
with out looking over at him any more
than I had to being careful not to spook
him. Closer, hold fast, closer. I turn
towards him lining up aim and pull the
trigger. POW, right threw the side below
the lateral line. I grab my line but this
doggie has plenty of fight left. He begins
to pull me down like a milk carton float.
I let the line drag through my hands as I
break the surface ,I take a breath  kick
and pull trying to keep this dogtooth
from wrapping around the coral and
pulling himself off or the sharks getting
him before I can get him up . Paul kicked
over to me thinking I only had one float
started to hook his float to mine then
noticed I all ready had two large floats. It
was a big  doggie! Here I am pulling on
the big fish and he  starts to give in a
little. Rob swims over hands me his gun
and I kick down to the doggie and put
the spear through his head.Then l pull
out my dagger and subdue him while
Rob was taking some pictures, what a
blast! I’m at the surface hooting and
hollering I’m so excited.Adam pulls up in
the other dingy asking where are the
whales at?  He said I sounded like a
bunch of whales mating. I was pretty
excited! Another personal best like I was
saying I was getting more than I could
ask for!

The Coral Sea was an awesome
experience for me. I had came from the
USA hoping for a personal best fish and
ended up with my personal best bottom
time, depth, and a fish over five times
bigger than anything l had ever speared.
Thanks "Little Hitler" for the best
Christmas present ever!

ere’s my story and I’m sticking to it. They say a
picture is worth a thousand words but just the same
here’s a thousand words to go with this picture. H

     


